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Abstract

Characterizations of collectively precompact and collectively semi-precompact sets of operators
on topological vector spaces are obtained. These lead to the characterization of totally bounded
sets of semi-precompact operators on locally convex spaces.
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Introduction

Let X, Y be topological vector spaces and Lb(X, Y) the space of all continuous
linear operators on X into Y equipped with topology of uniform convergence on
bounded sets. A subset Jt~ of Lb(X, Y) is said to be collectively precompact if
there exists a 0-neighbourhood V in X such that jf(F) = {K(x)\ Ketf,xe V)
is totally bounded in Y. Characterizations of collectively precompact sets were
obtained by Palmer (1969) and DePree and Klein (1974), where X, Y are normed
linear spaces. In the characterizations obtained by them, the spaces X, Y appear
explicitly in a natural way. But since collectively precompact sets are subsets of
Lb(X, Y), it is equally natural to think of some characterization which is intrinsic
to Lb(X, Y) in the sense that it makes reference only to Lb(X, Y). In this paper, a
characterization of this type is obtained. It also sheds some light on other properties
of collectively precompact sets which follow easily. A characterization of totally
bounded sets of precompact operators in normed spaces was obtained by Palmer
(1969). This was extended by Geue (1974) to infra-barrelled locally convex spaces.
It is proved in this paper that the condition infra-barrelled is not necessary.
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Before we prove our results, it will be convenient to go through notations and
preliminaries. Let X, Y denote topological vector spaces. We denote by L(X, Y)
the space of all continuous linear operators from X to Y. Lb(X, Y) will denote the
space L(X, Y) equipped with the topology of uniform convergence on bounded
sets of X. The typical neighbourhood of 0 in Lb{X, Y) will be denoted by
N(A, U) = {TeL(X, Y): T(A) <= U}, where A is a bounded subset of X and U a
O-neighbourhood in Y. Let X*, Y* denote the topological duals of X, Y respec-
tively, and X*, Y* the spaces X*, Y* with strong topologies. For x0 in X and
x% in X*, we define the operator xo®x% on Xby the equation

(xo<8>x%)(x)=xt(x)xo.

Similarly, if j o e Fand x*eX*, then we define the operator yo®x5 from Zinto
Y by (yo®x*)(x)=x*(x)yo. The operator yo<S>y* on Y is similarly defined,
where y% e Y*. When Z=y, we write Lb(X, Y) =Lb(X).

DEFINITION. Let X, Y be topological vector spaces and j f a subset oTL(X, Y).
X is collectively precompact if there exists a O-neighbourhood V in X such that
X(V) is totally bounded in Y. Jf is collectively semi-precompact if X(B) is
totally bounded in Y for every bounded set B in X.

In this section, we shall obtain characterizations of collectively precompact and
semi-precompact operators intrinsic to Lb(X, Y) as described in the Introduction.

PROPOSITION 1.1. Let X, Ybe topological vector spaces such that X has nontrivial
topological dual. Let E=xo®x%, x*(x0) = 1, xoeX, x%eX*. Then for
Jf cr L(X, Y) the following are equivalent:

(i) J#~ is collectively precompact.
(ii) tfWE is totally bounded subset ofLb(X, Y)for some O-neighbourhood W in

Lb{X).

PROOF. Assume (i). Let U be a balanced neighbourhood of 0 in X such that
Jf(U) is totally bounded in Y. Then W = N(x0, U) is a O-neighbourhood in Lb{X).
Obviously, W(x0) = {T(x0): Te W}<=U. Hence XW(xo)c tf(U) is totally
bounded. Now to prove the total boundedness of Jf WE, let N(B, V) be any 0-
neighbourhood in Lb(X, Y). We may assume that V is balanced. Choose
k > sup {| x*(x) |: xeB}. Since JTW(x0) is totally bounded, there exist

K1,K2,...,KminjT and TuT2,...,Tmm W
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such that for every K in j f and T in W, there are K,, T, with

KT(xo)-KtTi{xo)eVlk.

Then for any x in B, we have

(KTE -K,TtE) (x) = x*(x) lKT(x0) - Kt 7Xx0)] 6 [x

Thus (KTE-KiTiE)(B)<=V. Equivalently, KTE-KiTiEeN&V). This proves
the total boundedness of Jf WE in I^Z , F) which is (ii).

Assume (ii). Let W = N(,4, £/) be neighbourhood of 0 in Lb(X) such that JfT >F£
is totally bounded in Lb(X, Y). We may assume U to be balanced. Let

k > sup {| x*(x) | : X€Y4}

and put V = U/k. Then for v in F and x in .4, we have

(f ® x*) (x) = x t(x)v e | x*(x) | V c fc F = C7.

It follows that D(8)XJ e N(X, 17) for each v in F. Since

» = (v® xj) (x0) e NC4,17) (x0), F cz N(A, U) (x0).

But JfN(A, U) (x0) is totally bounded in Y by the assumption on j f ffE. Hence
Jf(F) is totally bounded in Y which proves (i).

By adapting the arguments of the above proof, the following corollaries can be
easily deduced.

COROLLARY 1.2. If JifWE is totally bounded in the pointwise topology, then it is
so in Lb(X, Y).

COROLLARY 1.3. j f is totally bounded in the pointwise topology if and only if
jfSE is totally bounded in Lb(X, Y)for every S in L(X).

The following proposition constitutes a generalization of Theorem 2.10 of
DePree and Klein (1974) to locally convex spaces. For that, we first prove

LEMMA 1.4. Let X, Y and Z be topological vector spaces such that Y is barrelled
andZ locally convex. Let 3f<= L(X, Y), ^cL(Y,Z) be such that both are point-
wise totally bounded. Then ^JfcL(X,Z) is also pointwise totally bounded.

PROOF. Since 8F is pointwise totally bounded, it is pointwise bounded and
barrelledness of Y implies that SF is equicontinuous. To prove the pointwise total
boundedness of J^Jf, let JC, e X and U any 0-neighbourhood in Z. Then there
exists a 0-neighbourhood F in Y such that ^(V)<=U. Since Jf is pointwise
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totally bounded, Jf(xt) is totally bounded in Y. Hence there exist Kl,K2,...,Km

in Jf such that for every K in jf, there is K, with KQcJ—KfaJe V. Since & is
pointwise totally bounded, [j^K^x^: i=l,2,...,m} is totally bounded. Now
it is enough to show that (J{-^-K«(*i): i = 1,2, ...,m) is a C/-net for
Let Fe^ and tfe jf. Then for some i, Kix^-K^x^e V. Hence

which proves the required result.

PROPOSITION 1.5. Let X, Y and Z be topological vector spaces such that X has
nontrivial dual, Y is barrelled and Z is locally convex. Let 3f c L(X, Y) be col-
lectively precompact. For 3FaLb(Y,Z), suppose that 3F(y) is totally bounded for
each y in Y. Then &JtT = {FK: Fe&,Ke CUT) is collectively precompact.

PROOF. Let E = xo®x%, xj(xo) = l, xoeX, x%eX*. Since Jf is collectively
precompact by Proposition 1.1, there is W = N(A, U) a O-neighbourhood in
Lb(X) such that Jf WE is totally bounded in Lb(X, Y). Hence JfWE is pointwise
totally bounded. By Lemma 1.4, we get the pointwise total boundedness of
& tf WE in L(X,Z). Now by Corollary 1.2, &Jf WE is also totally bounded in
Lb(X,Z). Proposition 1.1 now gives collective precompactness of 3F tf.

PROPOSITION 1.6. Suppose X, Y are topological vector spaces with nontrivial
duals X*,Y*. Let F = yo®y*, yt(yo) = l, yoeY and y*e Y*. Suppose
X~czL(X, Y) and Jf * the dual family. Then the following are equivalent:

(i) JT*C:L(Y*,X*) is collectively precompact.
(ii) FWJf is totally bounded for some O-neighbourhood W in Lb{Y).

PROOF. Assume (i). Then X*(B°) is totally bounded in X*, where B is some
bounded set in Y and B° its polar in Y*. Let U = {y: | y*(y)| < 1}. Theny0e U
and U is a O-neighbourhood in Y. First we prove that if W = N(B, U), then
W*(y%)<= B °. For this, let .y* e W*(yt). Then 3;* = T*(yt) for some T in N(B, U).
Therefore, T(B)cz U which implies that [r(J?)]°=> U°. Since the latter set contains
yt jSe[T(B)]°. This means that T*(y%)eB° and hence W*(yt)<=B°- Therefore
Jf* W*(y%)<= 3f*(B°) is totally bounded in X*. Now to show the total bounded-
ness of FWtf in Lb{X, Y), let N(A, V) be any O-neighbourhood in Lb(X, Y). Let
a0 > 0 be such that | a | < a0 implies ay0 6 V. Since j f * W*(y*) is totally bounded
in A"*, it follows that for V* ={x*eX*: \x*(x)\ < ao,xeA}, a O-neighbourhood
in X*, there exist Ku K2,...,Kmin X and Tu T2,...,Tmin W such that for every
Kin Jf and T in W, there are Kt, Tt with | \_K* T*(y%)-K? Tf(y5)](x)| < <x0

for all x in A. Equivalently, | y*(TK- TiK,)(x) | < a0 for all x in A. Hence for any
x in A, we have (FTK-FTiKJix) =yt\XTK-T,Ki)(xy]y0 =ay0, where
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| a | < a0. Thus (FTK-FTt KJ) (x) e V for all x in A. Equivalently,

, V).

This proves (ii).
Assume (ii). Let W = N(B,U) be the O-neighbourhood in Lb(Y) such that

FWJf is totally bounded in Lb(X, Y). First we show that y* WJ€ is totally bounded
in X*. Let £ > 0 and A be any bounded subset of X. Then V = {y: | y%(y) \ < $}
is a O-neighbourhood in Y. By total boundedness of FWX, it follows that for
N(A,V), there exist tfj,/^,...,^ in J f and TltT2,...,Tm in *F such that for
every K in Jf and T in ^ , there are Kt, Tt with F(TK-TiKi)(A)<=V. Equiv-
alently,

- T, Kd (x)yo] \^fi for all x in 4.

yt(jo) = 1 gives

|y&TK-TtKt)(x)\^P for all x in A.

This proves the total boundedness of y%Wtf = Jf *W *(y%) in Xf. Let <x0 > 0 be
such that | a | < a0 implies ay0 6 1 / . Now to prove (i), it is enough to show that
B°cz(l/<xo)W*(y$). Let y*eB° and T = <xo(yo®y*). Then j ; * =
Also \y*(y) | < 1 for all y in 5 and hence <xoy*(y)yoe U. Thus

T(y) = a0 j * 0 ' ) j 0 e U for aU j in B

and we have TeiVCB, U) = PK. This proves that B°cz(l/ixo)W\yt), and hence (i)
is proved.

The technique of the above proof can be used to deduce the following corollary,
the proof of which is omitted.

COROLLARY 1.7. Jf* is totally bounded in the pointwise topology if and only if
is totally bounded in Lb(X, Y)for every S in L( Y).

Now we prove the similar characterization for X and Jf* to be collective semi-
precompact.

PROPOSITION 1.8. Let X, Y be topological vector spaces such that X has nontrivial
topological dual. Let E = xo®x*., xj(xo) = 1, xoeX, x%eX* and JT<=L(X, Y).
Then the following are equivalent:

(i) JT is collectively semi-precompact.
(ii) Jf WE is totally bounded in Lb(X, Y)for every bounded set W ofLb(X).

PROOF. Assume (i). Let W be any bounded set in Lb(X). To prove the total
boundedness of X WE in Lb{X, Y), let N{A, V) be a O-neighbourhood in Lb(X, Y).
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Let k > sup {|xj(x)|: xeA}. Since W is bounded, W(x0) is bounded in X and
therefore by the assumption JfW(x0) is totally bounded in Y. Hence there exist
KUK2, ...,Kp in X and Tu T2,..., Tp in Wsuch that for every Kin X and Tin
W, there are TJtK} with ^r(xo)-^ /7}(xo)e K//fc. Then for any x in ^, we have

(KT£-K,. Tj E) (x) = x?(x) lKT(x0)-Kj Tj (x0)] 6xo*(x)(K/fc)c K.

Hence KTE-Kj TjEeN(A, V). This proves (ii).
Assume (ii). Let A be any bounded subset of X. Suppose that

Then obviously, W(x0) — A. Also for any bounded set B in X, we have

W(JB) = {(x <g> 4 ) (t):xeA,teB}= x%(B)A

which is bounded in X. Hence, W is bounded in Lb(X). Therefore, by assumption,
JtrWEis totally bounded in Lb(X, Y). It follows that

JT(A) = X- W(x0) = X WE(xQ)

is also totally bounded in Y. This shows (i).

PROPOSITION 1.9. Let X, Y be topological vector spaces with nontrivial topological
duals where Y is Hausdorff. Let F=yo®y*, yt(jo) = ^, 7oe^> y*e Y* am*
JF<=.L(X, Y). Then the following are equivalent:

(i) jf*cL(Y*, X*) is collectively semi-precompact.
(ii) FWX is totally bounded in Lb(X, Y)for every bounded set W in Lb(Y).

PROOF. Suppose (i) is true and W is any bounded subset of Lb(Y). LetN(A, V)
be any arbitrary neighbourhood of 0 in Lh{X, Y). Choose a0 > 0 so that | a | < a0

implies ayoeV. Since W is bounded in Lb(Y), W*(y*) = yt W is bounded in Y*
and therefore, by assumption, jf* W*(y%) is totally bounded in X*. Hence there
exist Ki,K2,...,Kp in X and Tu T2,...,Tp in Wsuch that for each Kin X and
T in W, there are Kp 7} satisfying | (K* T*-Kj Tj)(yt)(x) \ < a0 for aU x in A.
Equivalent^, | y%[(TK- T;/Cy)(x)] | < a0 for each x in A. Hence

y*l(TK - Tj KJ) (xflyo e V for aU x in A.

But this means that F(TK-TjKj)(A)<=V which shows (ii).
Assume (ii). Let B* be any bounded subset of Y*. Suppose

W = {yo®y*:y*eB*}.

It is easy to verify that W is bounded in Lb(Y) and that W*(y*) = B*. Now by
Hausdorff property of Y, we can choose a balanced O-neighbourhood V in Y
such that y0 $ V. Let p denote the Minkowski functional of V. Then p(y0) # 0
and p(xy) = \ a \p(y) for all ye Y. Let V* = {x*eX*:\ x*(x) | < p, xe A}, fi >0,
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be any O-neighbourhood in X*. Since FWjf is totally bounded in Lb(X, Y) for
the neighbourhood of 0, N((\lpp{yo))A, V) in Lb(X, Y), there exist KuK2,...,Km

in Jf and Tu T2,..., Tm in W such that for every K in J f and T in W, there are
* „ rf with [l/ft'O'o)] {FTK-FTi Kt)(A)cz V. Hence we must have

VIPpiyoiMiFTK-FTiK,) (*)] ^ 1 for all x in A

Simplifying we get

pUFTK-FTt Kt) (x)] = | y*[(TK - T,Kt) (x)] \p(y0) < jS^o) for all x in A.

Thus
| jtf[(TK - Tt Kt) (x)] | < p for all x in ^ .

This shows that y^TK-TiK^e V*. Hence, y% WXT = J f * W*(y%) = JT*(B*)
is totally bounded in X* which proves (i).

The characterizations obtained in Section 1 will now be used to generalize
Theorem 2.1 of Palmer (1969) to locally convex Hausdorff spaces. A generalization
of Palmer's result was obtained by Geue (1974) for infra-barrelled spaces. However,
it is proved here that such an assumption is not necessary. The proof will depend
upon the following lemma, the proof of which is omitted because it is a straight-
forward generalization of a similar result in metric spaces (see Anselone (1970)).

For this lemma, the concept of smallness of order U is required, where U is a
O-neighbourhood in a topological vector space.

DEFINITION. A subset S of a topological vector space is said to be small of order
U if for all points x,yeS we have x—ye U.

LEMMA 2.1. A subset S of a topological vector space is totally bounded if and only
if for each neighbourhood UofO and each infinite set T a S, there is an infinite set
T'<=T small of order U.

THEOREM 2.2. Let X, Y be locally convex Hausdorff spaces and X <= Lb(X, Y).
Then Jf" is a totally bounded set of semi-precompact operators if and only if

(i) tf(A) is totally bounded for every bounded set A in X; and
(ii) J f *(y*) is totally bounded for every y* in Y*.

PROOF. Let JT be totally bounded set of semi-precompact operators. Suppose
that A is any bounded set in X. Then for any O-neighbourhood V in Y, there
exist KUK2, ...,Km in J f such that for every Kin Jf, there is Kt with
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Since each Kt is semi-precompact, \J{Ki(A): i — \,2,...,m} is totally bounded.
Thus Jf(A) has a totally bounded F-net, namely \J{Kt(A): i = l,2,...,m}.
Hence Jf(A) is totally bounded. Also for each y*e Y*, tf*{y*)=y*X. Since
j f is totally bounded, y* 3t is also totally bounded in X*. Thus the 'only if' part
is proved. Denote E = xo®xS, x*(x0) = 1, xoeX and x*eX*, and F = yo®y*,
y*(y0) — 1, yoe Y and y*e Y*. To prove the converse, let (i) and (ii) hold. Let
JT' be any infinite subset of Jf and N(A, V) any O-neighbourhood in Lb(X, Y).
Since every locally convex topology is the topology of uniform convergence on
equicontinuous subsets of its dual, there exists an equicontinuous subset B* of
Y* such that (B*)°cV, where (B*)° = {ye Y: \y*(y)\ < 1, y*eB*}, the polar of
B* in Y. Let Wx = {x®xt: xeA), Wy = {yo®y*: y*eB*}. Then Wx,Wy are
bounded subsets of Lb{X), Lb{y) respectively. In addition, Wy is equicontinuous.
This can be easily deduced from the equicontinuity of B* in Y*. Now for any 5
in L{Y), define ns: Lb{X, Y)-+Lb(X, Y) by the equation rcs(T) = ST. Let
& = {%r: FTeFWy}. From the equicontinuity of Wy, the equicontinuity of #"
follows easily. Again by (i) and Proposition 1.8, it follows that Jf' WXE is totally
bounded in Lb(X, Y). Now observe that the restriction of 3F to the totally bounded
set X' Wx E is equicontinuous and the range of this restriction is contained in the
one-dimensional space generated by yo®x*. Thus #" defines an equicontinuous
family of functions with values in the space of one dimension on the compact
closure of X' WXE in the completion of Lb(X, Y). Hence & restricted to X" WXE
is totally bounded in the topology of uniform convergence on X' WXE. Now let
p be a continuous semi-norm on Y with p(y0) >1 and U = {ye Y: p(y) < 1}.
Then U is a O-neighbourhood in Y. Suppose Ut is a O-neighbourhood in Y such
that Ui + Ui + UiC U. Since & restricted to X'WXE is totally bounded, it
follows that for N(x0, Uj), O-neighbourhood in Lb(X, Y), there exist Tu T2, •••,Tm

in Wy such that for each Tin Wy, there is T, with (FT-FTJjf' WxE(x0)<= Uu

or, equivalently, we have

(a)

Now by (ii) and Corollary 1.7, FTt Jf' is totally bounded for each Th i = 1,2,..., m.
Hence by Lemma 2.1, we can find for each i an infinite subset X" <=• Jf' such that
FTfJif" is small of order N(A, C/j). Since the Tt's are finite in number, we can
choose an infinite subset j f " c jf' such that Ku K2 e Jf" implies

(b) (FTiA:1-.FTjJS:2)(^)ct/1 for all i = l,2,...,AM.

Now for Kl,K2eX" and TeWy, we have

FT(Ki -K^iA^iFT-FTdK^+FT^ -K

<=U1 + U1 + U1 by (a) and (b)
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Hence by definition of U, we have

p[FT(Kt - K2) (x)] < 1 for all x in A,

or equivalently,

I T*{yt) KK, -K 2 ) (x)] \p(y0) < 1 for all x in A.
Hence

I T*(yt) [(*! -K2)(x)] | < l/Xj'o) < 1 for all x in A.

Since W*(y%) = £*, we have

| y*[_(Kt - K2) (x)] | < 1 for all x in A

and y*eB*. Thus we have (Kl-K2)(A)(=(B*)°c V. This proves that jf" is an
infinite subset of Jf' which is small of order N{A, V). This proves the total
boundedness of Jf in Lb(X, Y).

COROLLARY 2.3. Let X, Y be locally convex Hausdorff spaces and 3fczLb(X, Y).
If $C and c>f * are collectively precompact, then Jf" is totally bounded.

The converse of this corollary is not true. A counter example to show this was
constructed by DePree and Higgins (1970). But their example is quite complicated.
Here we give a much simpler example.

EXAMPLE 2.4. Let X — (l2, w), that is the space I2 with weak topology. By
definition, the weak topology on I2 is the topology generated by points of I2

through inner product of/2. Let en denote the vector which is 1 in the nth coordinate
and 0 in all others. For x in I2, let xn denote the nth coordinate of x. Define
Pn(x) = xnen for each n > 1. Then we show the following:

(i) Each Pn is a precompact operator.
(u)Pn-+0inLb(X).
(iii) {Pn: n ^ 1} is not collectively precompact.

PROOF, (i) It is easy to check that each Pn is continuous. Since Pn's are one rank
operators, they are all precompact operators.

(ii) Let N(B, U) be any 0-neighbourhood in Lb(X), where U is the polar of some
finite set in X, say {yt: i = \,2,...,m\. Since B is bounded,

sup {| (x,O |: xeB, n ^ 1} <Af.

Also (en,yi)-+0 for every /. Hence, we can find a positive integer N0 such that
I(en>ydI ^ 1 / ^ f°r aU n^- No and i=\,2,...,m. Therefore, for any x in B and
n>N0, \(Pn(x),yi)\ = \xn\\(en,yi)\ < M(l/M) = l. Thus PneN(B,U) for all

(iii) Let U be any 0-neighbourhood in X. Then U is the polar of some finite set
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in X, say {zt: i = 1,2, ...,p}. Choose x in .3Tand n > 1 such that (x,zt) = 0 for all

i = l ,2 , ...,/> and ( x , e B ) # 0 . Since {mx: m ^ l}c=£/ and />„(*)# 0, the set

Pn{mx: m ^ 1} is unbounded subset of (Jl^iC^): ' > !} • Hence U ^ C 7 ) : » > 1}

is unbounded and therefore not totally bounded.

PROPOSITION 2.5. Let X be infra-barrelled space (for definition, see Horvath

(1966)) andTeL(X). Then the map K-+ TKTfrom Lb(X) into itself is semi-precompact

if and only ifTis semi-precompact operator.

PROOF. Let T be semi-precompact and W be any bounded subset of Lb(X). To

prove the total boundedness of TWT, we use Theorem 2.2. But for every bounded

set A of X, TWT(A) is obviously totally bounded in X. Since X is infra-barrelled

T* is also semi-precompact. Also boundedness of W implies pointwise bounded-

ness of W*. This proves the total boundedness of T* W* T*(x*) for every x* in

X*. Hence TWT is totally bounded. Conversely, let TWT be totally bounded for

every bounded set W in Lb(X). To prove semi-precompactness of T, let B be any

bounded subset of X. Then W = {x<g)x*: xeB} is bounded in Lb(X), where

x J e Z * such that x*[T(xJ] = 1 for some xt in X. But then T(B)=TWT(x1) is

totally bounded in X.
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